
Halifax Public Hearing June 29, 2018. 
 

1. Request 1 of CTA: Please put in the preamble of the Passenger Bill of Rights 
that passengers be treated with RESPECT and not threatened, bullied, 
intimidated, lied to and entrapped in situations where they do not feel safe. 

 
My husband and I, frequent flyer passengers with Air Canada, have experienced very 
poor and deteriorating service over the last few years, since Air Canada’s commitment to 
increase shareholder value has supplanted safety and customer service as a primary 
objective.  To illustrate this best is the extraordinary flight experience we had as 
passengers originating in Antigua on AC961 June 3rd, 2017.  The captain admitted to an 
error in inputting the flight settings thus resulting in a very frightening Rejected Take Off 
(RTO) at 150 km/hr.   
 
The passengers were not allowed to deplane despite pleading with the crew and local 
airport personnel to be let off. The passengers were lied to and misled to believe there 
were no accommodations in Antigua and no flights for another week.  Following the 
RTO and a second refueling, a fuel distribution problem was identified while on the 
tarmac with the fuel not moving freely among the engines.  A “fix” was suggested on the 
advice of Air Canada maintenance in Montreal, and despite much concern on the part of 
passengers, the plane took off from Antigua.  
 
Within 40 minutes of flight, an emergency landing was required in San Juan Puerto Rico 
when fuel was not getting to one of the engines.  The captain admitted the next day that 
had there been a less experienced crew we would have died.  Furthermore, 30 passengers’ 
checked bags were removed prior to original take-off as the plane was too heavy. This 
was only discovered following arrival in San Juan where no baggage personnel could 
inform the affected passengers of the deliberate removal of their bags.  Such 
inconvenienced passengers should be compensated, or volunteers sought before bags 
are removed, with compensation offered before departure.   
 
After a year of communication with “Customer Care” and the Vice President of Loyalty 
for Air Canada, it was made clear that Air Canada does not recognize, consider or 
compensate for distress and harm suffered by passengers due to bullying, intimidation, 
being threatened by, deceived (lied to), and trapped by Air Canada employees, their 
agents or representatives.   
 
Hence the request to embed in the Passenger Bill of Rights the need for Respect of 
Passengers and that passengers should never feel bullied, threatened, lied to, or 
trapped in situations where they are made to feel unsafe, such as related to the 
aforementioned admitted pilot errors, and/or subsequent significant mechanical 
problem risking the lives of passengers.  In the event of any pre-flight mechanical 
problem or flight crew human error, passengers should be given, at the expense of the 
carrier, the option to deplane and to fly on another aircraft or with a different carrier  
 
 



Below are the links to the news stories regarding the Antigua incident. 
 
www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/air-canada-flight-antigua-1.4165527 
 
http://nationalpost.com/pmn/news-pmn/canada-news-pmn/passengers-demand-answers-
for-terrifying-air-canada-flight-with-aborted-take-off-emergency-landing 
 

2. A schedule for compensation should be  standardized for all Canadian 
carriers and circumstances, that is consistent and proportionate to the level 
of inconvenience to the passenger 

 
Below are examples of compensation received over the last 12 months for flight 
problems experienced on Air Canada.  At no time has there been a choice for 
compensation ie: cash, ecoupon, or discount code.  The only choice sometimes offered 
has been between Aeroplan miles or a discount code.  These options are limited, 
restrictive and non-compensatory in nature, having less to do for the benefit of the 
passenger and primarily benefit the shareholder, as they are just enticements to keep 
flying with the carrier. 
 
Example 1 - $500 ecoupon and 30% discount code on base fare (excluding 
international and fuel surcharges, taxes etc.) for future travel within a year.  
 
 This compensation was for the above Antigua experience.  It is unclear what 
component of the compensation addressed the various problems on that flight:        
 

1) The serious mechanical problem identified on the ground before take off that was 
not corrected and for which an emergency landing was required in San Juan 
Puerto Rico.   

2) The publicly admitted pilot error resulting in a rejected take off and making the 
passengers frightened and feeling unsafe.  

3) The greater than 24 hour delay in getting to the passengers final destination. 
4) General disappointment with Air Canada? 

 
Example 2 - $200 to $500 ecoupons for a broken “pod” in business class on flight from 
Vancouver (YVR) to Toronto (YYZ) of approximately 4 hours duration. 
 
 Despite experiencing this problem on 2 occasions on the same routing (YVR to 
YYZ) the compensation differed depending on the “customer care” agent. 
 
There seems to be a gross discrepancy when a significantly mechanically broken plane 
resulting in an emergency landing is equated to the minor inconvenience of an inoperable 
seat that is unable to recline for duration of 4 hours.  
 
Example 3 - $50 ecoupon or 10% discount code for a broken in-flight entertainment 
screen in business class. 
 



 It appears that there is no compensation for a broken screen in economy although 
Air Canada promotes a functioning screen even for the most basic non refundable new 
lowest class basic fare. 
 
 
Example 4 -30 % discount code due to mechanical problems with a plane.   
 
On a trip from Honolulu, Hawaii, the inbound plane could not be flown from Vancouver 
to Hawaii due to a mechanical problem and another had to be flown in the next day.  It 
was not clear why the 30% discount code was offered: the broken plane or the significant 
delay.   
 
Example 5 - 20 to 25% discount code for a fueling error at original destination (St. 
John’s) resulting in a 4-hour delay getting to a final destination (Whitehorse) thus 
missing the purpose (an event that evening) of the short trip.   
 
Again, depending on the customer care agent, the discount code varied between what was 
offered to me versus my husband for the same experience.  My husband got a 25% code 
and I a 20% code.  It is unclear if there is a gender bias with customer care. 
 
Example 6 - 20% discount code for 6 hour delayed luggage with perishable food. 
 
There was no logical reason for this delay as there was no connection involved and the 
bag was put on a much later flight to the destination from Toronto Pearson.  A discount 
code of 20% off base fare was given from the baggage department for up to 4 passengers.  
The baggage department appears to be more generous than customer care who gives 
discount codes only for 2 people. 
 
Medical Emergency Assistance Compensation 
 
For unfortunate passengers who experience a medical emergency on Air Canada flights, 
there is no compensation for them when the medical equipment on the plane does not 
function. For example, for 2 medical emergencies I assisted with as a physician, an 
oxygen tank was empty and a pulse oxymeter was not working as the battery appeared to 
be dead. The crew explained they are to check the seals on the equipment but there is no 
requirement to check that the equipment works. This raises concern about the expiry 
dates of the medications on board.  
 
Example 7 - As a physician coming to the aid of a passenger for minor issues 
(fainting, minor allergic reaction, nausea) Air Canada offers another discount code 
of 30% but this one is for up to 3 years!  For the passenger suffering from the faulty  
medical equipment, there is no compensation. 
 
The above compensation examples is for flight misadventures experienced during a year 
of travel on one airline.  I have personally amassed more discount codes than my family, 
friends that I can feasibly use in a year before expiration. 



3. Fair and Rationale Financial Cash or Credit Compensation in Canada 
should be related to the purchase value of a ticket on any available airline to 
get the passenger to their destination as close to their original arrival time as 
feasible.  Flight Interruption Manifests should be expanded and not 
restricted. 

 
I would suggest that if flights are delayed or cancelled, passengers be allowed 
opportunities to fly on other carriers that are not necessarily partners of the original 
airline, for example, non Star Alliance partners of Air Canada to get to their destinations 
in a timely fashion, thus not requiring compensation.  Flight Interruption Manifests 
(FIMS) were used far more frequently years ago and with any available carrier, prior to 
the expanding profitability in shareholder value of the airlines.   
 
In lieu of FIMS, compensation values should be linked to the amount of money it would 
cost to pay other airlines to get the inconvenienced passengers to their destinations close 
to the expected time had the cancellation or delay not occurred.  
 
The below policy regarding FIMs at Air Canada shows a far more restrictive approach to 
FIM use. 
 
“Policy regarding Flight Interruption Manifest. 
 
Effective June 01, 2016 Air Canada will no longer issue the Flight 
Interruption Manifest (FIM) for travel unless under the exceptions 
listed below. All involuntary travel coupons should be issued as an 
eInvol or a full ticket reissue. Air Canada will continue to accept 
Other Airlines FIMs until further notice on an exceptional basis. 
 
Exceptions for the issuance of FIMs; 
 
   - Protection on companies AC does not have an IET with; Via Rail, 
Air Transat, Corsair, Hawk Air, Pacific Costal and Provincial 
   -  Same day change when an additional coupon is required (e.g. 
YUL-YVR to YUL-YYZ-YVR) 
   - System outage or E-Ticket corruption.” 
 
 
consultations@otc-cta.gc.ca 
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